Sponsorship of Student Work Submitted to TRUSpace

The TRUSpace collection welcomes outstanding works by current TRU students and/or work prepared while they were students at TRU. These works will be made publicly and permanently available online through TRUSpace.

In order to maintain a high standard of quality, students must obtain the sponsorship of a faculty member, academic unit, or officer of a duly-formed student research group prior to submitting their work(s) to TRUSpace.

Although students are responsible for the validity and authenticity of their work, the sponsor is responsible for verifying the quality of the submission(s). The individual or unit that supervised the work is in the best position to evaluate its quality.

Please note that the TRUSpace administrators and staff do not evaluate the quality of submissions. They review submissions only for:

- eligibility of authors/depositors
- relevance to the scope of the repository
- valid layout and format
- exclusion of spam

I attest that the following outstanding work is worthy of long-term preservation in TRUSpace, and that:

- The content is scholarly, educational, or research-oriented, or of cultural or historical value to the Thompson Rivers University community.
- The work is written or created in accordance with the tradition appropriate to the discipline, including review and editorial intervention.

Sponsor’s name: ________________________________________________________________

Sponsor’s email address: _________________________________________________________

Department or Research Group: ________________________________________________

Student’s name: _______________________________________________________________

Title of student’s work: _________________________________________________________

Course number (or event for which the work was created): __________________________

Semester the work was completed: _____________________________________________

Please ensure that the submission does not contain any private or personal student information such as student ID numbers, course marks/grades, or contact information.